Sleep in the Mountains - Bflat
we play this out of G – Capo 3

G
You’ve been telling me that you want to get away
   D       C       G
The week has worn you out, can’t wait another day
G
Don’t want to go downtown, beat the traffic fight the crowd
   D       C       G
Or watch another movie stuck inside the house
   G       C       G
   G       Em      C       D
Let’s sleep in the mountains tonight
   G       C       G
On a bed of wildflowers and sheets made of moonlight
   G       C       G       C
Dream a river dream wake up in the morning light
   G       D       G
Lets sleep in the mountains tonight

G
Why spend a lot of money on candlelight and wine
   D       C       G
When we’ve got a flask whiskey and a campfire burning bright
G
So dig out those old hiking boots and throw ‘em in the truck
   D       C       G
Life can drag us down, but we’ll keep climbing higher up

   REPEAT CHORUS
   SOLO OVER CHORUS
   D

Leave your phone at home
   D7 (hard stop on the end of this line)
We don’t need where we’re goin’

   REPEAT CHORS X2
(Tag lines are a hair different)
   G       D       G
Lets sleep in the mountains tonight
   G       D       C       G
Sleep in the mountains tonight